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Start » Analysis » Results

Summary of Noteworthy Events

Your DNS resolver returns IP addresses for names that do not exist 

Certain TCP protocols are blocked in outbound traffic 
Network packet buffering may be excessive 
Not all DNS types were correctly processed 

+  –    
Major Abnormalities –

Minor Aberrations –

Address-based Tests

Your global IP address is 74.195.217.22 while your local one is 10.0.1.6. You are behind 
a NAT. Your local address is in unroutable address space.
Your machine numbers TCP source ports sequentially. The following graph shows 
connection attempts on the X-axis and their corresponding source ports used by your 
computer on the Y-axis.

+  –    
NAT detection (?): NAT Detected –

From: DARRYL JUDD <dljudd3@suddenlink.net>
Subject: ICSI Netalyzr — Results

Date: July 7, 2012 4:31:00 PM CDT
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The NAT or some other process renumbers TCP ports. The following graph shows 
connection attempts on the X-axis and their corresponding source ports on the Y-axis as 
seen by our server.

Your computer reports the following network interfaces, with the following IP addresses 
for each one:

en0: (an ethernet interface)
fe80::217:f2ff:fe05:e288 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv6 address)
10.0.1.6 (a private IPv4 address)

en1: (an ethernet interface)
fe80::217:f2ff:fe05:e289 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv6 address)
169.254.169.114 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv4 address)

en2: (an ethernet interface)
fe80::219:e3ff:fe0e:5818 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv6 address)
10.0.1.7 (a private IPv4 address)

lo0: (a local loopback interface)
fd7c:5989:8f3c:9c75:217:f2ff:fe05:e288 (a private IPv6 address)
::1 [localhost] (an IPv6 loopback address)
fe80::1 (a link-local IPv6 address)
127.0.0.1 [localhost] (an IPv4 loopback address)

utun0:
fd00:6587:52d7:10c6:217:f2ff:fe05:e288 (a private IPv6 address)
fe80::217:f2ff:fe05:e288 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv6 address)

vnic0:
fec0:0:0:fea9::1 (a private IPv6 address)
fe80::21c:42ff:fe00:8 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv6 address)
10.211.55.2 (a private IPv4 address)

vnic1:
fec0:0:0:feaa::1 (a private IPv6 address)
fe80::21c:42ff:fe00:9 [judd-mac-pro.local] (a link-local IPv6 address)
10.37.129.2 (a private IPv4 address)

You are not a Tor exit node for HTTP traffic.
You are not listed on any Spamhaus blacklists.
The SORBS DUHL believes you are using a statically assigned IP address.

UPnP broadcasts for NAT devices remained unanswered. Therefore your NAT does not 
appear to support UPnP, or your computer's firewall is filtering multicast responses.

Local Network Interfaces (?): OK –

DNS-based host information (?): OK –

NAT support for Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) (?): Not found –
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Reachability Tests

Direct TCP connections to remote FTP servers (port 21) succeed, but do not receive the 
expected content.
This is most likely due to the way a NAT or firewall handles FTP traffic, as FTP causes 
unique problems when developing NATs and firewalls. This is most likely benign.
The applet received an empty response instead of our normal banner. This suggests that 
a firewall, proxy, or filter initially allowed the connection and then terminated it, either 
because it did not understand our server's reply or decided to block the service.
Direct TCP access to remote SSH servers (port 22) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote SMTP servers (port 25) is prohibited.
This means you cannot send email via SMTP to arbitrary mail servers. Such blocking is a 
common countermeasure against malware abusing infected machines for generating 
spam. Your ISP likely provides a specific mail server that is permitted. Also, webmail 
services remain unaffected.
Direct TCP access to remote DNS servers (port 53) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote HTTP servers (port 80) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote POP3 servers (port 110) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote RPC servers (port 135) is blocked.
This is probably for security reasons, as this protocol is generally not designed for use 
outside the local network.

Direct TCP access to remote NetBIOS servers (port 139) is blocked.
This is probably for security reasons, as this protocol is generally not designed for use 
outside the local network.
Direct TCP access to remote IMAP servers (port 143) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote SNMP servers (port 161) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote HTTPS servers (port 443) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote SMB servers (port 445) is blocked.
This is probably for security reasons, as this protocol is generally not designed for use 
outside the local network.
Direct TCP access to remote SMTP/SSL servers (port 465) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote secure IMAP servers (port 585) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote authenticated SMTP servers (port 587) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote IMAP/SSL servers (port 993) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote POP/SSL servers (port 995) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote OpenVPN servers (port 1194) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote PPTP Control servers (port 1723) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote SIP servers (port 5060) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote BitTorrent servers (port 6881) is allowed.
Direct TCP access to remote TOR servers (port 9001) is allowed.

+  –    
TCP connectivity (?): Note –

UDP connectivity (?): OK –
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Basic UDP access is available.
The applet was able to send fragmented UDP traffic.
The applet was able to receive fragmented UDP traffic.
Direct UDP access to remote DNS servers (port 53) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote NTP servers (port 123) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote NetBIOS NS servers (port 137) is blocked.
Direct UDP access to remote NetBIOS DGM servers (port 138) is blocked.
Direct UDP access to remote IKE key exchange servers (port 500) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote OpenVPN servers (port 1194) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote Slammer servers (port 1434) is blocked.
Direct UDP access to remote L2 tunneling servers (port 1701) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote IPSec NAT servers (port 4500) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote RTP servers (port 5004) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote RTCP servers (port 5005) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote SIP servers (port 5060) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote VoIP servers (port 7078) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote VoIP servers (port 7082) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote SCTP servers (port 9899) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote Steam gaming servers (port 27005) is allowed.
Direct UDP access to remote Steam gaming servers (port 27015) is allowed.

It takes 13 network hops for traffic to pass from our server to your system, as shown 
below. For each hop, the time it takes to traverse it is shown in parentheses.

1. 10.209.112.3 (0 ms)
2. ip-10-1-16-13.ec2.internal (0 ms)
3. ip-10-1-17-14.ec2.internal (0 ms)
4. 216.182.232.50 (0 ms)
5. 72.21.222.148 (0 ms)
6. 72.21.220.52 (0 ms)
7. equinix-ash.suddenlink.net (1 ms)
8. ashbosr01-10gex1-3.atw.sta.suddenlink.net (33 ms)
9. cdm-66-76-30-165.tylrtx.suddenlink.net (58 ms)

10. 173-219-250-17-link.sta.suddenlink.net (55 ms)
11. muskgig.tex.sta.suddenlink.net (54 ms)
12. 173-219-254-5-musk.tex.sta.suddenlink.net (55 ms)
13. r74-195-217-22.msk1cmtc02.mskgok.ok.dh.suddenlink.net (63 ms)

The path between your network and our system supports an MTU of at least 1500 bytes, 
and the path between our system and your network has an MTU of 1500 bytes.

Traceroute (?): OK –

Path MTU (?): OK –
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Network Access Link Properties

The round-trip time (RTT) between your computer and our server is 63 msec, which is 
good.
We recorded no packet loss between your system and our server.

The time it takes your computer to set up a TCP connection with our server is 63 msec, 
which is good.

During most of Netalyzr's execution, the applet continuously measures the state of the 
network in the background, looking for short outages. During testing, the applet observed 
no such outages.

Your Uplink: We measured your uplink's sending bandwidth at 1.5 Mbit/sec. This level of 
bandwidth works well for many users.
Your Downlink: We measured your downlink's receiving bandwidth at 16 Mbit/sec. This 
level of bandwidth works well for many users.

We estimate your uplink as having 1400 msec of buffering. This is quite high, and you 
may experience substantial disruption to your network performance when performing 
interactive tasks such as web-surfing while simultaneously conducting large uploads. With 
such a buffer, real-time applications such as games or audio chat can work quite poorly 
when conducting large uploads at the same time.
We estimate your downlink as having 77 msec of buffering. This level may serve well for 
maximizing speed while minimizing the impact of large transfers on other traffic.

+  –    
Network latency measurements (?): Latency: 63ms Loss: 0.0% –

TCP connection setup latency (?): 63ms –

Network background health measurement (?): no transient outages –

Network bandwidth (?): Upload 1.5 Mbit/sec, Download 16 Mbit/sec –

Network buffer measurements (?): Uplink 1400 ms, Downlink 77 ms –

HTTP Tests

We detected no explicit sign of HTTP proxy via IP address changes.

No HTTP header or content changes hint at the presence of a proxy.

Deliberately malformed HTTP requests arrive at our server unchanged. We are not able 
to detect a proxy along the path to our server using this method.

We did not detect file-content filtering.

We detected no signs of a transparent HTTP cache in your network path.

+  –    
Address-based HTTP proxy detection (?): OK –

Content-based HTTP proxy detection (?): OK –

HTTP proxy detection via malformed requests (?): OK –

Filetype-based filtering (?): OK –

HTTP caching behavior (?): OK –
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The applet did not execute within a frame.
Your web browser reports the following cookies for our web page:

__utma = 269144041.1869098689.1341613040.1341631602.1341673135.3 (set 
by some other web page at berkeley.edu)
__utmz = 269144041.1341613040.1.1.utmcsr = netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu|utmccn 
= (referral)|utmcmd = referral|utmcct = (set by some other web page at 
berkeley.edu)
netAlizEd = BaR (set by our server)
netalyzrStatus = running (set by our server)

Your web browser was unable to fetch an image using IPv6.

JavaScript-based tests (?): OK –

DNS Tests

We can successfully look up a name which resolves to the same IP address as our 
webserver. This means we are able to conduct many of the tests on your DNS server.

We can successfully look up arbitrary names from within the Java applet. This means we 
are able to conduct all test on your DNS server.

All tested DNS types were received OK.

EDNS-enabled requests for small responses are answered successfully.
EDNS-enabled requests for medium-sized responses are answered successfully.
EDNS-enabled requests for large responses are answered successfully.

The IP address of your ISP's DNS Resolver is 66.76.150.5, which resolves to tyler-adns-
05.suddenlink.net. Additional nameservers observed for your host: 66.76.150.4.

Your ISP's DNS resolver requires 98 msec to conduct an external lookup. It takes 68 
msec for your ISP's DNS resolver to lookup a name on our server.
Your resolver correctly uses TCP requests when necessary.
Your resolver is using QTYPE=A for default queries.
Your host or resolver also performs IPv6 queries in addition to IPv4 queries.
Your DNS resolver requests DNSSEC records.
Your DNS resolver advertises the ability to accept DNS packets of up to 4096 bytes.
Your DNS resolver can successfully receive a smaller (~1400 byte) DNS response.
Your DNS resolver can successfully receive a large (>1500 byte) DNS response.

+  –    
Restricted domain DNS lookup (?): OK –

Unrestricted domain DNS lookup (?): OK –

Direct DNS support (?): OK –

Direct EDNS support (?): OK –

DNS resolver address (?): OK –

DNS resolver properties (?): Lookup latency 98ms –
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Your DNS resolver can successfully accept large responses.
Your resolver does not use 0x20 randomization, but will pass names in a case-sensitive 
manner.
Your ISP's DNS server cannot use IPv6.
No transport problems were discovered which could affect the deployment of DNSSEC.

Your system is configured to use 1 DNS resolver(s).
The resolver at 10.0.1.1 could not process the following tested types:

Medium (~1300B) TXT records
Large (~3000B) TXT records
Large (~3000B) TXT records fetched with EDNS0

It does not validate DNSSEC. It wildcards NXDOMAIN errors. Instead of an error it 
returns the following IP address(es): 69.16.143.104, 66.152.109.104.

Your ISP's DNS resolver does not accept generic additional (glue) records — good.
Your ISP's DNS resolver does not accept additional (glue) records which correspond to 
nameservers.
Your ISP's DNS resolver does not follow CNAMEs.

Your ISP's DNS resolver properly randomizes its local port number.
The following graph shows DNS requests on the x-axis and the detected source ports on 
the y-axis.

90 of 90 popular names were resolved successfully. Show all names.
18 popular names have a mild anomaly. The ownership suggested by the reverse name 
lookup does not match our understanding of the original name. The most likely cause is 
the site's use of a Content Delivery Network. Show all names.
2 popular names have a mild anomaly: we are unable to find a reverse name associated 
with the IP address provided by your ISP's DNS server. This is most likely due to a slow 
responding DNS server or misconfiguration on the part of the domain owner. Show all 
names.

Your host ignores external DNS requests.

Your ISP's DNS server returns IP addresses even for domain names which should not 
resolve. Instead of an error, the DNS server returns an address of 69.16.143.104, which 
does not resolve. You can inspect the resulting HTML content here.
There are several possible explanations for this behavior. The most likely cause is that 

Direct probing of DNS resolvers (?) –

DNS glue policy (?): OK –

DNS resolver port randomization (?): OK –

DNS lookups of popular domains (?): OK –

DNS external proxy (?): OK –

DNS results wildcarding (?): Warning –
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the ISP is attempting to profit from customer's typos by presenting advertisements in 
response to bad requests, but it could also be due to an error or misconfiguration in the 
DNS server.
The big problem with this behavior is that it can potentially break any network application 
which relies on DNS properly returning an error when a name does not exist.
The following lists your DNS server's behavior in more detail.

www.{random}.com is mapped to 69.16.143.104.
www.{random}.org is mapped to 69.16.143.104.
fubar.{random}.com is correctly reported as an error.
www.yahoo.cmo [sic] is mapped to 69.16.143.104.
nxdomain.{random}.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu is correctly reported as an error.

Your ISP does not appear to be using DNS to redirect traffic for specific websites.

We checked which DNS root server instances your computer can reach. All root servers 
responded. Show them.

DNS-level redirection of specific sites (?): OK –

Direct probing of DNS roots (?) –

IPv6 Tests

Your system can successfully look up IPv6 addresses. Your DNS resolver is on Google's 
IPv6 "whitelist", which means that Google enables IPv6 access to their services for you.

Your browser was unable to fetch a test image from an IPv6-only server. IPv4 
performance to our IPv4-only server did not differ substantially from our IPv4/IPv6 dual-
stacked one.

Your host was not able to contact a separate server using IPv6, but was able to contact 
the same server using IPv4.

+  –    
DNS support for IPv6 (?): OK –

IPv4, IPv6, and your web browser (?): No IPv6 support –

IPv6 connectivity (?): No IPv6 support –

Host Properties

Your computer's clock agrees with our server's clock.

Your web browser sends the following parameters to all web sites you visit:

User Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_4) 
AppleWebKit/534.57.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.7 Safari/534.57.2
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml; q=0.9,*/*; q=0.8
Accept Language: en-us
Accept Encoding: gzip, deflate

+  –    
System clock accuracy (?): OK –

Browser properties (?): OK –

http://www.yahoo.cmo/
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_dns_mitm.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_dns_roots.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_ipv6_dns.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_ipv6_javascript.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_ipv6_connectivity.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_system_clock.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_browser_properties.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#


Accept Charset: ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.7

Java identifies your operating system as Mac OS X.

The applet uploaded the following additional content:

apache_404
custom_404
nxpage
plain_404
raw_http_content

Uploaded data (?): OK –

Feedback

No feedback was reported for this session.

+  –    
User-provided feedback –

ID ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1 FAQs + Blog + Links + ICSI 

http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/uploaded/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/key=apache_404
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/uploaded/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/key=custom_404
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/uploaded/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/key=nxpage
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/uploaded/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/key=plain_404
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/uploaded/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/key=raw_http_content
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/info_upload.html
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://n3.netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/restore/id=ae81b058-5069-98b8cd45-6c5b-488b-86f1/rd#
http://netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/faq.html
http://netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/blog/
http://netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu/links.html
http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/

